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BIG BEND ICE RACING
It’s funny how something we do on a whim can become the 

defining element in our lives! How a passion that we maybe 
have, or share can become our way of life! If you were out 

and about this weekend maybe you came across or heard 
about the Ice racing at Big Bend. This race was held in standish 
Michigan on a pond at the local campground. Now because of 
our weirdly warm winter, ice racing has primarily been held in 
the upper peninsula and out of state this year… we have missed 
every race scheduled for almost the last 2 months……. Well, 
mother nature finally blessed us with a handful of super cold 
days and for just one weekend, we had ice!!

And EVERYONE showed up!!

Steve Vaughan leading the Riders Meeting

Family owned and operated, Big Bend Family Campground 
is run by Steve and Richelle Vaughan of Standish Michigan! 
Steve and Richelle are the Parents of Pro Flat Track Racer, Wyatt 
Vaughan #107, who is traveling in the south for his debut pro 
season. Steve, Richelle, and sister Wiley as well as a handful of 
locals wished him luck on tour but stayed home to take care of 
the ice in hopes of some winter racing action of their own!

Richards, Carter, and Evans out front in staging

This community spent days Solving slush, flooding the ice, 
and plowing the snow as fast as it comes down. With their 
efforts they were able to preserve enough ice for day one of 
local ice racing!!

I think everyone was just happy to finally be out of the 
house and to see their motto family again. After months of 
no racing and the weird Michigan weather I was surprised to 
see every single person had a smile on their face, the littles 
were playing together, the parents were helping each other 
out and cheering each other on and the racing was fierce, 
fun, and full of good spirits! This was Definitely the place to 
be!!                                               

Big Bend Family Campground is a biker destination like 
no other! They hold mud bogs at the beginning and end of 
the seasons, camping, tubing, and activities in the summer, 
haunted houses in the fall and ice racing during the winter!!  

Green #69 and Morand #169 
making a go for the front

 Miller #60 401+ Rubber open

They are nestled up to state trails and the rifle river runs right 
through the property. Even just for a pitstop this is definitely 
worth the trip!
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#69 Tedd Freeman Sidehack Heavy

Rubber Tire Class Taking off

The Littles in staging on the sleds

#51 Woolner, Sidehack Heavy #211 Mitchel 250 B Heat Race

50s in staging

Launce Sulaty and Lincoln #93 Sidehack Heavy

Brothers Dustin 
and Dillion Cook
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